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Abstract:

The origin of the mass number dependence of the nucleon

structure functions extracted frsm the deep inelastic lepton

-nucleus scattering is investigated by factori;ing the

structure function into A and x dependent parts. It is

found that the mass number dependence is determined by the

probability of exotic components in multi-nucleon overlap.

This suggests that the deformation of the nucleon structure

function is caused by the interaction arr.ong nucleons during

their overlaD.
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Since the European Mucn Collaboration (EMC) suggested a

significant difference between the nucleon structure

functions extracted from muon-iron and muon-deuterium

scattering experiments , many experimental and theoretical

attempts have been undertaken to study this difference .

Recently, quite clear target mass number (A) dependence of

the ratio of the nucieon structure function have been

obtained by the deep inelastic electron-nucleus scattering

3 ) 4)

experiment at SLAC , Date et al. have investigated this

A-dependence by factorizing the nucleon structure function

into A and x dependent parts and found a new kind of

scaling phenomenon and the existence of A-independent exotic

components in the nucieon structure function. However their

theoretical explanation on tne A-dependence of the nucieon

structure function was too naive to get the insight on the

true nature of the exotic component. Therefore in this

paper, firstly we investigate the origin of the A-dependence

of the nucleon structure functions quantitatively by

employing the realistic nuclear wave functions and try to

answer the question "where does the A independent exotic

component in x part come from ?". Secondly we try to

extract the absolute value of the probability of the exotic

component in the nucleus from the SLAC data to compare it

with the theoretical value calculated, while we still have

some a:nbiguity due to the lack of information on the nucieon

structure functions of neutron rich nuclei.

When the nucieons approach to one another, they



exchange gluons and quarks frequently, and hence the sta^e

other than the superposition of each nucleon is expected to

be formed. We regard such an exotic state as the origin of

abnormal A-dependence observed in u^ep inelastic lepton-

nucleus scattering experiments. Thus in such a collision

process of large four momentum transfer, the nuclear

structure function per nucleon F (x) is given by

PLo(A)Fexo(xl

Pexo ( A ) Fexo ( x ) +

13)
>Ji<i

With this plA) value, the average probability P" (A) of the

two-body exotic component in the nucleus A is given by

P(A)
A-2

(4)

If p(A) is much smaller than unity, P (Al is approximately

given by

(5)

where P1 (A) and F1 (x) are the probability and structure

function for the exotic component in the i-body overlap. F",

is the structure function of the free nucleon. The total

probability P (A) for finding exotic components is given

Paxo(A1 (2)Z
i=2

According to the non-relativistic quark Resonating

Group Method calculation for the two-nucleon system , the

realistic matter distribution is not so different from the

nuclear distribution given by the orthodox nuclear physics.

Therefore we assume that the normal two-nucleon component

transforms into the two-body exotic one with the rate of

fgxc|(r) at the relative distance r. Thus the average

probability of the exotic component pfA) in each two-nucleon

pair is defined by-

Here we note that the neglection of the last term in the HHS

of eq.(4) leads to the overestimation of the probability for

exotic components. ( Sometimes we find eq. (5) used with

rather long-ranged f (r. .) which produces rather large

values of p (A) . )

The function f XQ(r. •) is obtainable from the overlap

of the quark density in the two-nucleon pair. Since the

quark density distribution is possibly given by a gaussian

form j'expl-x /b ), the f (r^.) may be defined by

dxdx exp -(x+r'. . / 2 ) " / b " exp

exp( -2x 2 /b 2 ) ~]~

rV

16)

H e r e t h e s i z e p a r a m e t e r b i s u s u a l l y t a k e n a s 0 . 5 t o 0 . 6 f m .



We estimate the P~ (A) for three b values of 0.5, 0.55 and

0.6 fm fay employing following wave functions: For He, the

one which takes account of the short-range correlation ,
Q

realistic nuclear shell model wave functions for Be to

27 fl)

Al , and simple Slater determinants of Woods-Saxon single

particle wave functions for nuclei larger than Al. The

numerical values of P (A) obtained are tabulated in Table
6X0

I. Although the absolute value of P (A) is sensitive to

the choice of the value of b, its A-depende.ice is not so.

For comparison, we also tabulate the sum of the

probafaiiities of the i-body exotic components (i>2) P (A)

in Table I, which is obtained by subtracting the P"x (A)

from the sum of the probabilties of the i-body exotic

{ ! A —1
l-p(A)j . As expected,

Pexo' A ) i s ver'/ 5 m a l l -

^o see the spatial dependence of P" (A) , we examine

the single particle state dependence of the P (A] in such

a way that: Employing a Slater determinant of single

particle wave functions, we can rewrite eq.(3) as follows.

(7)

(8)

Here (p and (b are single particle wavs functions having

quantum numbers of Q( and 6 , respectively. The probability

Pexo'A' of the two-body exotic component for the nucleon in

the single particle state ĉ  is defined by

P l A 1 = 'A11 V A ) W

The P ^ ( A ) for 40<Za is tabulated in Table II. As seen in

Table II, the probability p ^ o <A) ir> the h.\gher single

nucleon state is not so small compared to those for the

lower states. This indicates that the probability of the

exotic component is almost independent of the spatial

position of the nucieon, whether it stays inside or outside

of the nucleus. This result is different from that

4 )intuitively obtained by Date et al , who have treated the

P (A) term as the single parcicle property in the nuclear

distribution. On the other hand, since the p~ (A) term is

treated as a realistic pairvise property in this work, its

effect obtained is very similar to the pairing correlation

in the nucleus and shows very small single particle state

dependence.

Next we extract the corresponding experimental value of

To extractP (A) by employing the scaling assumption
exo

?

the absolute values of P" (A) from experimental data, we

take account of the iscspin dependent effects properly by

introducing the following functions:

(i) The structure function of neutron is more rapidly

damping with increasing x than that of proton. This effect



can be expressed as f(x) £ 0, where

f(x) - F " ( X ) ) (10)

(ii) Since the number of excess neutrons is defined for each

nucleus A, we introduce the weight Y(A) of neutron excess by

Y{A) = (N-Z)/A = 1 - 2Z/A, (11)

where Z and N are the proton and neutron number,

respectively. The excess neutrons bring the additional

A-dependence into the ratio R.lx) of the nucleon structure

function and make a deviation in the R.fx) from unity near

x=l even if there exists no exotic component. Taking

account of the above isospin dependent effects properly, we

adjust the p e x o<A) so as to fit the experimental R A(x)*';

Fft*),,
F/co

(12)

where Q(x) is the ratio of the structure function of the

exotic component to that of the free nucleon and is assumed

to be A-independent. The structure functions of normal

nucleon parts F^lx) and F^(x) are defined by

*) While the cross sections in Ref.3) were corrected so as to

compensate for neutron excess, here we have pull back the

data into the original ones.

FA(x) = i N F2lx)i '
and

(13)

(U)

In other words the experimental probability, which should be

compared with the theoretical one calculated before, can be

obtained with the following formula by asking the

self-consistency condition:

f (x)} . (16)

Here we note following interesting consequences with eq.(16)

: The P (A) extracted by Date et al. is corresponding

to the case of Y(A) = 0 in eq. (16) , where only the product

experimental data. This is the reason why they could

predict the A-dependence of P (A) well but could not

determine the absolute value of ?SVQ (A) solely. On the

other hand, since the A-dependent term of Y(A)f(x) appears

in the denominator of eq. (16) in addition to the

A-independent function of (Q(xi-I), in principle, the

absolute value of P (A) is obtainable with our treatment.exo

Employing the structure functions F | and F" obtained by

Gluck, Hoffmann and Reya91 and parametrizing the

A-independent function Q(x) with a forth-order polynomial

Q(x) = U5)

We determine parameters P (A) and C in eq.C 2) with the
exo i



least square fitting program SALS from the experimental

data B (re) at 0.3 < x < 0.8. The results are tabulated in

Table III and IV. Here we perform the calculation in the

following procedure : We first run the SALS with all P~ (A)

and C as free parametrs. However, since the absolute value

of Y(A)f(x) is very snail, we find that it is rather

difficult to determine the absolute values of P~ (A)

without any ambiguity. Therefore as the second step, we fix

the P (Al) to the mean value obtained in the first run and
exo

then repeat the sair.e procedure. In this sense, we could so

far only make a restriction on the absolute value of P -(A)

instead of the exact determination of the absolute value

because of the smallness of the term of Y{A)f (x) . To

determine P" (A) and Q(x) definitely, more experimental

data of R.(x) especially for neutron rich nuclei are

requested.

The values of p" (A) derived from experimental data

are tabulated in Table III. Table III shows that the

for examples, P" ( He) is the almost same as P" ( Be) and

2 19 7

P e x o (A) are saturated for large nuclei, except Au. To

examine the consistency of our procedure, we calculate Rj(x)

employing the derived values of P (A) and Q(x! and show

the results in Fig.l. As seen in Fig.l, we confirm that the

Q(x)-scaling suggested by Date et al. works very well.
The value of P (A) calculated with b= 0.55 fro isexo

compared with the empirical P (A) in Fig.2. As seen in

Fig.2, the value of P^XQ(A) calculated nicely reproduces the

A-dependence and the absolute value of the empirical P
r exc

(A) . Since the value of the size parameter b is chosen to

be consistent with the non-relativistic quark shell model,

this nice agreement between theoretical and experimental

probabilties supports our original assumption that the

exotic component is mainly produced by the two-nucleon

overlap in a nucleus. Thus we conclude that the EMC-effect

is due to the two-nucleon dynamics in a nucleus.

Here let us briefly compare our result with those

obtained by other works. The work performed by Dias de

Deus, Pimenta and Varela corresponds to the case of

no factorisation and full exotics from our sense. On the

other hand, Jarre et al. '' have tried to explain the SL.AC

data under the dynamical rescaling hypothesis by introducing

the effective confinement sine which is determined by the

probability (Pg ) of finding the six-quark component in a

nucleus. However to explain the data, they had to employ
unbelievabllv large amount of P, , for instance, 0.7 of P^^ oq t>q

for Au and Pb cases. Furthermore, under the assumption of

the factorisation we try to calculate the structure function

of the exotic component F~ (:•:) by employing their dynamical

rescaling hypothesis. However we find this trial cannot

succeed in reproducing the experimental data with our values

of p' (A). Further study especially en the scaling

function Q(X) derived here is now in progress.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l The ratios R,(x) of the nucleon structure functions

for various nuclei. Solid circles are the experimental

data without the correction for neutron excess. Solid

Lines are predicted values with Q(x) extracted from the

data3' and P2 (A| calculated with b = 0.5Sfm.

Table I. Average probabilities P' (A) of the two-body

e.xctic component in nuclei calculated. Values in the

parentheses are the sum of the probabilities of the i-body

exotic component(i>2) .

b (fin)

Pexo ( A )

0.55 0.6

Fig. 2 Probabilities P (A) of finding exotic component

in various nuclei. Solid circles are P (A) ex-racted from
exo

the experimental dat-a ' . Open marks are calucuiated values

of P O'
A' based on the picture of two nucleon overlap:

Circles obtained with b = 0.5fm, triangles with b = 0.55fm

and square with b = 0.6fm.
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